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ABSTRACT

The evolutionary relationships between forests, grasslands and
humans have exerted profound terraforming inﬂuences, not just on
and through readily visible landscapes but also (and perhaps especially) below ground. This paper examines how these interactions
have played out at various points in the history of the land ﬂora and
the arrival of hominins, and their implications for soil sustainability.

forest; roots; weathering;
carbon cycle; competition

A brief overview of terrestrial plant evolution
Almost half a billion years ago small, twiggy, rootless, leaﬂess plants began to make the
transition from the aquatic to the terrestrial environment (Plackett & Coates, 2016). In
a comparatively short time, geologically speaking, evolution solved the problems of life out
of water and the pioneer plants went on to become giants: by the Devonian period the trees
had arrived. Forests became the dominant global vegetation type from the mid Devonian
(around 380 Mya; Berner, 1997). Very few representatives of the early forest pteridophytes
exist today (an example of a “living fossil” is Ginkgo; Gordenko & Broushkin, 2015).
Broadly speaking, with the appearance of seed and ﬂowering plants (140 Mya or earlier;
Herendeen, Friis, Pedersen, & Crane, 2017; Wikström, Savolainen, & Chase, 2001) came a trend
leading from the long-lived tree and clonal habit to plants that, by displaying persistent
juvenile characters and precocious reproductive development, obeyed the Romano Rule (live
fast, die young; Thomas, 2017a). Monocots and dicots diverged more than 100 Mya (Doyle,
Endress, & Upchurch, 2008) and grasses appeared later, about 60–70 Mya (Prasad et al., 2011).
Grass-dominated biomes expanded from about 50 Mya. Hominids arrived within the last
3–7 million years (Raven & Thomas, 2010). Ancestors of the grass species that feed the human
race today can be traced to the time when the ﬁrst hominins were beginning to emerge,
setting the scene for the rise of agriculture (Thomas, 2017a).
The key factor in the developing relationship between grassland, and later cereal, species
and human evolution was sugar. Starch provides a high-glycaemic hit and profoundly
inﬂuenced hominin brain size, the form of the skull and digestive tract and, consequentially,
behaviour and culture (Hardy, Brand-Miller, Brown, Thomas, & Copeland, 2015). Starch is
only the second most abundant source of sugar: about half of global biomass is accounted
for by cellulose. Humans cannot directly digest and utilise cellulose; but grasslands are
extensively populated by animals that can. Meat and dairy are sources of protein and fat but,
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more signiﬁcantly, hunting, herding and livestock farming allow access to cellulose
(Thomas, 2017b). One of many possible deﬁnitions of the Anthropocene (Lewis & Maslin,
2015) is the era of human dependence on starch and cellulose.
“Enlightened” cultures may revere trees and deplore deforestation and environmental
degradation. But the fact is, the vast majority of humanity does not share these attitudes
and is merrily slashing and burning for all it is worth (Figure 1). Over the course of
human history an estimated 2.4–3.4 × 109 ha (42–51%) of forest cover has been lost. The
present-day area of cropland is of the same order of magnitude, about 5 × 109 ha
(Thomas, 2017a). Although it is not as simple as a case of one kind of land use replacing
another, the food, feed, ﬁbre and fuel needs of humanity are certainly among the most
potent drivers of deforestation. This can be traced back to the dawn of human evolution,
when grasses enlisted us as mercenaries in their war on trees, and we took the King’s
Shilling in the form of polymerised glucose. All of us, from the most powerful down,
remain enslaved by grass – not just as a source of food but for our leisure and
entertainment too (Thomas, 2017a).

The earliest soils and the earliest roots of the earliest terrestrial plants
In order to survive on land, the newly arrived plants needed to develop structural support
and anchorage, waterprooﬁng and the means to acquire and translocate nutrients and

Figure 1. Forests pay the price for human addiction to the sugar in starch and cellulose. About 50%
of global forest cover has been lost as human population and area of cropland expanded.
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water. But signiﬁcant beyond plant adaptation to the new environment was the development of roots (Bardgett, Mommer, & De Vries, 2014). The ﬁrst land plants (such as those
of the Rhynie ﬂora, dated to 407 Mya; Edwards, Kenrick, & Dolan, 2018) lacked roots,
relying on rhizomes and corm-like structures with rhizoids for attachment and uptake of
nutrients and water. Plant-fungus alliances date from the earliest period of life on land
(Strullu-Derrien, Selosse, Kenrick, & Martin, 2018). Arbuscular mycorrhiza-like associations
have been identiﬁed in bryophytes and early vascular plants, and mycorrhization and
arborescence are tightly connected. Overall, the importance of soil fungi and mycorrhizal
systems for plant evolution and global change cannot be overstated.
Roots evolved in a piecemeal, stepwise fashion and independently in several
major clades through the Devonian period (416–360 Mya), when functionality and
complexity rapidly expanded (Hetherington & Dolan, 2018). Roots facilitated weathering, pedogenesis (soil formation) and positive feedback eﬀects on plant development, with global consequences (Algeo & Scheckler, 1998). Short-term outcomes
include intensiﬁed pedogenesis, nutrient release, eutrophication, anoxia and organic
carbon sequestration (Figure 2). Over the longer-term, there was a trend towards the
tree lifeform, profound changes in landscape and soil proﬁles, large-scale transfer of
atmospheric carbon to soils and carbonate sediments (think of the white cliﬀs of
Dover for example), and episodes of glaciation and extinctions.

Figure 2. The joint venture between plants and soil during the evolution of life on land had global
implications.
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Terraformation by Devonian trees
A step change in plant size occurred in the Devonian (Algeo & Scheckler, 1998). Trees are big
and tough, as a consequence of the fact that most of their cells (more than 95%) are dead
(Thomas, 2016). Devonian forests were home to a range of tree forms (Kenrick & StrulluDerrien, 2014). The bases of cladoxylopsid trunks (Gilboa trees) had mangrove-like aerial root
mantles that probably functioned in water conduction and support, as well as absorption
(Driese, Mora, & Elick, 1997). Other Devonian tree forms had larger and deeper root systems
(Morris et al., 2015). Tree roots are immensely strong, capable of breaking the toughest rocks
and physically agitating the soil (Pawlik, Phillips, & Šamonil, 2016); as unfortunate householders faced with the problem of subsidence sometimes learn to their cost. Programmed
disposal of cells, tissues and organs, and the throw-away lifestyle are the essence of tree
development and adaptation (Thomas, 2017a). Plant litter contributed greatly to evolutionary
and geochemical changes in the Devonian and beyond (Algeo & Scheckler, 1998).
At the beginning of life on land, atmospheric CO2 concentration was 20 times higher
than at present. The rise of forests in the Devonian was a leading cause of declining
atmospheric CO2 towards the Carboniferous and Permian. This reverse greenhouse
eﬀect resulted in a prolonged glaciation period (Royer, Berner, Montañez, Tabor, &
Beerling, 2004).

Tree-grass warfare goes underground
The grass life-form arose about 70 Mya and diﬀers fundamentally from that of trees
(I call grasses “anti-trees”), particularly in shoot and root architecture and the
location of growing points. Grassland ecosystems expanded greatly from about
50 Mya (Strömberg, 2011). Grasses, unlike forest trees, are adapted for grazing
and trampling. The distinctive biologies and ecologies of grassland plant species,
and the animals that graze them, are the outcome of antagonistic coevolution
(Pennington & Hughes, 2014). Fire favours grassland species over forests. It is
a natural and essential environmental factor in many regions of the world and
has been called a “global herbivore” (Bond & Keeley, 2005). Some woody species in
ﬁre-prone habitats have adapted by going subterranean – for example the geoxyles
that form the South African “underground forests” (Maurin et al., 2014).
Grasses avidly mine the soil for silicates, depositing them as resistant surface structures
(phytoliths). As grasslands expanded, phytoliths released by ﬁre, grazing and decay began
to appear in the marine record and there was a consequent surge in populations of
silicaceous diatoms and in ocean productivity (Falkowski et al., 2004). This in turn sucked
more CO2 out of the atmosphere and contributed to another period of glaciation. Such
global consequences of plant-soil interactions are recurrent themes during evolution.
The savanna ecosystem is an example of how trees and grasses coexist and compete.
Savanna trees grow within extensive areas of pyrogenic grasses and, in contrast to forest trees,
have become adapted to ﬁre and browsing above ground and competition for resources
below. Establishment of forest trees is deterred by herbivory, but conversely such trees can
deploy shading to overcome resistance to intrusion (Priyadarshini et al., 2016). Modelling the
relationship between forest trees and savanna trees and grasses leads to the rather counterintuitive conclusion that by moderating their potential to out-compete their grass neighbours,
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savanna trees can keep encroachment by aggressive forest trees at bay. Ratajczak, D’Odorico,
and Yu (2017) call this the “enemy of my enemy” hypothesis. Below-ground competition is
a major determinant of ecosystem composition and is played out through a complex network
of plant traits and soil cycles (Figure 3). At one extreme are the fast-moving grassland types, at
the other the more conservative forest components, with nutrient status and herbivory among
the most inﬂuential drivers (Bardgett, 2018). These considerations are of much current climatechange interest as the need for carbon-sequestration strategies becomes ever more urgent.

Lessons about sustainable soils from (pre-) history
Throughout the history of life on land, soils and plants have formed a creative partnership that not only built and sustained the terrestrial environment, but also geoengineered profound changes in the atmosphere and oceans. Now we see the world’s
population increasing by about 80 million a year. At the same time, 10 million hectares
of cropland worldwide have been abandoned annually due to soil erosion and a further

Figure 3. Plant traits inﬂuence carbon and nutrient cycles in forest and grassland soils (reproduced
with permission from Bardgett, 2018).
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10 million hectares are critically damaged each year by salinity. In 1960, each member of
the world’s population was supported by an average of 0.5 ha of agricultural land; today
the ﬁgure is 0.23 ha and falling. At the same time the tide of deforestation shows no sign
of turning, exerting even more pressure on soil resources. In the global carbon cycle, soil
is one of the largest repositories (an estimated 2.5 trillion tons of carbon), and root
turnover, determined by the lifespan of fast-cycling absorptive roots, is a major factor in
the carbon, nutrient, and water cycles for plants and whole-ecosystems. Evolutionary
history tells us that we need to nurture our soils, not just to feed us, but to calm the
raging environmental and climatic fevers that threaten the future of humanity itself
(Gosling, Gast, & Bending, 2017; McCormack, Eissenstat, Prasad, & Smithwick, 2013).
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